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Abstract. Strong localized high-altitude auroral electric
fields, such as those observed by Cluster, are often associated
with magnetospheric interfaces. The type of high-altitude
electric field profile (monopolar, bipolar, or more compli-
cated) depends on the properties of the plasmas on either
side of the interface, as well as on the total electric potential
difference across the structure. The present paper explores
the role of this cross-field electric potential difference in the
situation where the interface is a tangential discontinuity. A
self-consistent Vlasov description is used to determine the
equilibrium configuration for different values of the trans-
verse potential difference. A major observation is that there
exist limits to the potential difference, beyond which no equi-
librium configuration of the interface can be sustained. It is
further demonstrated how the plasma densities and tempera-
tures affect the type of electric field profile in the transition,
with monopolar electric fields appearing primarily when the
temperature contrast is large. These findings strongly support
the observed association of monopolar fields with the plasma
sheet boundary. The role of shear flow tangent to the interface
is also examined.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Auroral phenomena;
Plasma sheet) – Space plasma physics (Discontinuities)

1 Introduction

Cluster surveys of high-altitude auroral electric fields have
consistently shown that intense localized electric fields are
found at magnetospheric plasma boundaries above the auro-
ral acceleration region (Johansson et al., 2005, 2006). Such
fields play a key role in the auroral current system. The ob-
served electric field profiles have been classified into “con-
vergent” and “divergent” electric fields (e.g.Lyons, 1980,
1981; De Keyser and Echim, 2010), or into “monopolar” and
“bipolar” fields (e.g.Johansson et al., 2006; De Keyser et al.,

2010, 2011). The Cluster observations indicate an associa-
tion of monopolar fields with the lobe–plasma sheet interface
(mapping onto the polar cap boundary), and of bipolar elec-
tric fields with interfaces within the plasma sheet (mapping
inside the oval).

Auroral interfaces are typically field-aligned, with a strong
and almost unidirectional magnetic field. Minor magnetic
field variations are produced by the field-aligned currents
that connect magnetosphere and ionosphere, and are super-
imposed on the background geomagnetic field. Additional
magnetic field variations may be due to waves. We will con-
sider the limit case in which the interface is a quasi-steady
structure that is exactly parallel to the magnetic field; that
is, the interface has an equilibrium tangential discontinuity
configuration (TD).

The structure of TD interfaces has been studied in great
detail in the past (see the review byRoth et al., 1996, and
references therein). In a one-dimensional planar TD config-
uration, all particle guiding centers move parallel to the in-
terface. How the particles arrive at a specific position in the
structure in the first place is a question known as the “ac-
cessibility problem” (Whipple et al., 1984). Using reason-
able assumptions, a realistic set of particle velocity distribu-
tions can be put forward based on only a few parameters.
The Vlasov–Maxwell equations must then be solved, as the
Vlasov equations expressing the conservation of particles in
phase space and Maxwell’s laws impose constraints on the
allowed plasma and field configurations. Solving the Vlasov–
Maxwell equations in this fully kinetic description is fairly
easy (Roth et al., 1996).

The nature of a tangential discontinuity boundary strongly
depends on the boundary conditions, in particular on the total
electric potential across the layer and/or the flow shear (e.g.
Sestero, 1964, 1966). An external electric potential differ-
ence (EEPD) between the two plasmas enforces the existence
of an electric field perpendicular to the interface. Shear flows
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252 J. De Keyser and M. Echim: Electric potential differences across auroral interfaces

Fig. 1. A magnetospheric interface (brown) connects via field-
aligned currentsj‖ to the ionosphere, where the current system is
closed by an ionospheric current (Pedersen currentIP). The driver
is a generator currentIG across the interface.

are related to a corresponding convection electric field, also
in the normal direction. As the temperatures of the plasma
components and hence their gyroradii are different, they will
react to this electric field differently, which provokes charge
separation. This, in turn, produces a polarization electric field
that counteracts the charge separation.

The present paper examines the role of the EEPD and of
flow shear across a planar TD interface, for different plasma
densities and temperatures that correspond to possible auro-
ral configurations.De Keyser et al.(2010) presented a few
typical TD configurations and concluded that interfaces be-
tween hot and cold plasmas, across which a significant EEPD
is applied, give rise to monopolar electric fields. They are
thus able to explain the association between monopolar fields
and the lobe–plasma sheet boundary. This argument is ex-
plored here in further detail by conducting a more systematic
survey of the effect of the EEPD on TD structure.

This paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents
the general plasma and field configuration. The TD model
is briefly described in Sect.3. Section4 explains the basic
structure of the equilibrium TD configuration of a typical au-
roral interface. Section5 explores the effect of the EEPD on
the structure of such auroral interfaces. How this effect is
modulated by the plasma densities and temperatures is dis-
cussed in Sect.6. Section7 addresses the effects of shear
flow. The paper concludes with a discussion of the conse-
quences of these results for auroral current systems.

2 Plasma and field configuration

At the outset, it is assumed that the magnetosphere harbours
sufficiently long-lived electric potential structures that drive
auroral current systems: the quasi-electrostatic picture then
applies (e.g.Lyons, 1980, 1981; Roth et al., 1993; De Keyser,
1999; Echim et al., 2008; De Keyser and Echim, 2010). Such

magnetospheric potential structures can act as generators and
are connected via field-aligned currentsj‖ to the ionosphere,
where a horizontal current (the height-integrated Pedersen
currentIP) closes the circuit, as sketched in Fig.1; a cur-
rentIG must therefore exist across the magnetospheric inter-
face. In other situations the ionosphere might be the driver
while the magnetospheric interface behaves as a load. In ei-
ther case, the interface cannot be a TD in the strict sense
of the word, since there can be no plasma flow and hence
no current across a TD interface. However, since the inter-
face surface is very large, an extremely small current density
across the interface suffices to balance the field-aligned cur-
rents that flow in thin sheets to and from the ionosphere, so
that the interface may still be modelled as a TD, at least in a
first approximation.

The present paper focuses on the situation in which the
interface behaves as a generator. This generator can be long-
lived only if the feedback effects in the auroral system are not
too strong. This implies that particles lost to the ionosphere
are replenished in the generator, so that the system remains
in a quasi-static state. The interface might actually be a TD in
which a certain amount of wave–particle scattering is able to
compensate for this loss, or it might be a rotational discon-
tinuity with a small normal component through which par-
ticles continuously access the interface layer, or convection
along the boundary may replenish the loss cone, or the inter-
face layer might itself be so large that it constitutes a reser-
voir of particles able to maintain the configuration for a suf-
ficiently long time (several minutes, see lifetime estimates in
Roth et al., 1993; De Keyser, 1999). The lifetime obviously
depends on the intensity of the field-aligned currents. For low
ionospheric conductivities the required currents can be quite
weak and the lifetime correspondingly longer. Also, the con-
tribution of ionospheric outflow is ignored in this study. The
quasi-static assumption is believed to be appropriate at least
for larger-scale auroral structures.

Another assumption is that the TD interface has a pla-
nar geometry. The overall surface radius of curvature is of-
ten on the scale of the magnetosphere (R > 1RE) while the
interface thickness is of the order of the gyroradius of the
hottest ions involved (D < 600km for typical plasma sheet
ion temperatures and magnetic field strength), so that this
condition is satisfied (D/R < 10 %). When magnetohydro-
dynamic waves are present, however, deviations from pla-
narity are likely important (De Keyser et al., 2011).

Auroral generator interfaces may be found in various
places in the magnetosphere; the focus here is on interfaces
involving the lobes and the plasma sheet. Such interfaces can
be classified into two types: cold–hot interfaces, typical of
the lobe–plasma sheet interface, and hot–hot interfaces, typ-
ical of substructure inside the plasma sheet. The magneto-
spheric lobes are populated with cold plasma. Because of its
low temperature (a few eV at most), this plasma has often
escaped detection. The lobe densities are believed to be 0.1–
0.5 cm−3 (Engwall et al., 2006). The central plasma sheet is
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more dense, up to a few particles per cm3, and much hot-
ter, with ion energies of 5–20 keV. There is no reason why
the electric potential on either side of the lobe–plasma sheet
boundary, or of interfaces inside the plasma sheet, should
be identical. The electric potential differences in the tail and
across the plasma sheet are the result of the solar wind– mag-
netosphere coupling. This coupling may induce potential dif-
ferences on the order of several tens of kV; the cross-tail po-
tential, typically 40 kV (Haaland et al., 2008), is an example.
There may also be shear flows across such interfaces, for in-
stance, when bursty bulk flows are present with speeds of up
to hundreds of km s−1 (Angelopoulos et al., 1992).

3 The TD model

The self-consistent kinetic TD model used here is the one
discussed byRoth et al.(1996). We briefly describe its main
features; the interested reader is referred to that reference for
a more thorough discussion.

The constants of motion of a particle of speciess with
chargeZse and massms in an infinite planar TD layer are
its energy and its canonical momenta (the x-axis is defined
along the interface normal):

H =
1

2
msv

2
+ Zseφ, (1)

py = msvy + ZseAy, (2)

pz = msvz + ZseAz, (3)

where the electromagnetic field configuration is given by the
scalar electric potentialφ(x) and the magnetic vector poten-
tial A = [0,Ay(x),Az(x)]. If a particle in this 1-dimensional
TD configuration has a gyroradius that is much smaller than
the length scales over whichφ andA change (that is, the par-
ticle sees essentially zero electric field and a constant mag-
netic field), it simply gyrates around a magnetic field line
in a helical orbit. If there is an electric field, or if there is a
magnetic field gradient, the particle will experience the well-
known electric or gradient-B drift parallel to the plane of the
TD. While the particle orbits may be much more complicated
than helical trajectories around field lines, it is easy to see
that the particle will always move in a limited range inx, al-
though it can drift alongy andz. In this sense, each particle
in a static TD configuration is “trapped”, as it always stays at
essentially the same average position relative to the layer.

A consequence of the above is that many TD configura-
tions are possible, although there are limitations. First, one
has to respect the pressure balance condition that states that
the total pressure,

Ptot = Pkin(x) + Pmag(x)

=

∑
s

ns(x)kBTs(x) +
B2(x)

2µ0
, (4)

must be constant across the structure (kB denotes Boltz-
mann’s constant). Second, one should try to avoid a strong

charge imbalance since that would provoke intense localized
electric fields, and such configurations are not stable. Never-
theless, an infinite number of configurations remains possi-
ble. AsWhipple et al.(1984) have pointed out, this indeter-
minacy can only be resolved by considering the mechanisms
by which particles enter the TD layer, but that falls outside
the scope of a stationary planar TD model.

In building a TD model, one therefore has to make a choice
and pick “reasonable” particle distributions. We consider
here a type of distribution that satisfies quite natural require-
ments: (a) far from the TD, the distribution is a Maxwellian;
(b) at each position, the distribution has a single maximum
in py, pz space; (c) the distribution changes smoothly across
the transition inpy, pz space. Such a reasonable choice is
the following. Letfs(H,py,pz) be the velocity distribution
function (VDF) that describes a populations on the left side
of the discontinuity. This VDF is chosen to be a Maxwellian
with isotropic temperatureTs and a mean velocityVs for
x → −∞,

Fs(H,py,pz) = Ns

(
ms

2πkBTs

) 3
2

e
−

H+
1
2msV 2

s −pyVsy−pzVsz
kBTs ,

whereNs is a normalization constant that is proportional to
the number density. Inside the discontinuity layer, this VDF
typically will not remain Maxwellian. And on the other side
of the discontinuity, for positivex, this VDF must vanish if
the TD is to form a boundary separating different popula-
tions. This kind of argument must hold for all species (posi-
tively or negatively charged, to the left or the right of the TD
boundary). In general, this requires some sort of “cutoff” in
the distribution function that forcesfs to vanish on the oppo-
site side of the TD. The VDF is therefore written as

fs(H,py,pz) = Cs(py,pz)Fs(H,py,pz) (5)

with the cutoff functionCs satisfying

lim
x→−∞

Cs(py,pz) = 1, lim
x→+∞

Cs(py,pz) = 0,

for a population on the left, and the converse for a popula-
tion on the right. While the cutoff function operates in phase
space, it results in a cutoff in geometrical space as well: it
effectively forces the density on the other side of the TD to
vanish. It is, in fact, the choice of the cutoff function that re-
solves the indeterminacy mentioned earlier. The cutoff func-
tion that is used here is essentially that ofRoth et al.(1996),
although the formulation is slightly different. This choice is a
generalization of earlier theoretical descriptions of TD struc-
ture (Sestero, 1964, 1966; Lemaire and Burlaga, 1976; Lee
and Kan, 1979). Let θs be an angle in the y,z-plane some-
where in between the asymptotic magnetic field clock angles
θleft andθright on either side. Rotate(y,z) and(py,pz) over
angleθ to (y′,z′) and(py’ ,pz’). In the rotated frame the y′-
axis is oriented in between the magnetic field directions on

www.ann-geophys.net/31/251/2013/ Ann. Geophys., 31, 251–261, 2013
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Fig. 2. The cutoff function in phase space is an important ingredient
in tangential discontinuity models, as it ensures that a population is
present on only one side of the TD interface. The plot illustrates the
cutoff function for a transition length̀= 2 and an orientation of the
cutoff line (whereC = 1/2) given byθ = 30◦.

either side. One can then define the cutoff function as

Cs(py,pz) = [αserfc(−Us) + (1− αs)erfc(+Us)]/2

Us =
pz′ − mVsz′

sign(Zs)
√

2mskBTs(`2
s − 1)

,

whereαs is 0 or 1, depending on whether the population is on
the left or on the right side. The dimensionless free parame-
ter `s ≥ 1 determines the sharpness of the cutoff. The cutoff
function is graphically represented in Fig.2, where the angle
θs gives the orientation of the cutoff line in thepy,pz-plane
and`s determines the thickness of the transition zone. For
`s → 1, the cutoff in phase space has zero thickness, while
for larger values a smoother transition is obtained. It can
be shown that̀ s can be regarded as a dimensionless length
scale, since the characteristic transition length of a popula-
tion is Ls = `sρs , with ρs =

√
2mskBTs/|Zs |eB the gyrora-

dius of a thermal particle of speciess and temperatureTs in
a magnetic field of strengthB.

An interesting property of this particular form of VDFs is
that its moments

Q
(ijk)
s =

∫ ∫ ∫
vi

xv
j
yvk

zfs(vx,vy,vz)dvxdvydvz

can be computed analytically (seeRoth et al., 1996, Ap-
pendix A). Consequently, the partial densitiesns = Q

(000)
s

and currentsjsy = ZseQ
(010)
s and jsz = ZseQ

(001)
s can be

expressed in terms of the potentialsφ and A. The time-
stationary Maxwell equations can then be formulated as

dAy

dx
= +Bz(x), (6)

dAz

dx
= −By(x), (7)

dBy

dx
= +µ0

∑
s

jsz(φ(x),Ay(x),Az(x)), (8)

dBz

dx
= −µ0

∑
s

jsy(φ(x),Ay(x),Az(x)), (9)

0 =

∑
Zsns(φ(x),Ay(x),Az(x)), (10)

where the last equation expresses quasi-neutrality and re-
places the Poisson equation. This system of equations is a
nonlinear differential algebraic problem. GivenBy, Bz, Ay,
Az, andφ at a pointx0, the solution can be obtained by step-
wise integration of the four ordinary differential Eqs. (6)–(9)
and by iterative solution of the implicit nonlinear algebraic
Eq. (10) at each step. Because of the various length scales
that may be involved, the use of a variable step integrator is
advised.

Once the electromagnetic potentialsφ and A are com-
puted from Maxwell’s equations, the conserved quantities
are known so that the VDFs and their moments are obtained
throughout the TD layer, since the dependency of the VDFs
on H , py, and pz is fixed and since these are conserved
quantities. One therefore has found a steady-state planar TD
configuration. Note, however, that this solution depends on
the choice of the cutoff, and in particular of the dimension-
less transition lengths̀s . This solution also depends on the
boundary conditions that are supplied (the magnetic field ori-
entationsθleft and θright, and the external electric potential
difference1φext). Nothing is known a priori about the possi-
ble stability of the configuration.

Given the arbitrariness in the choice of distribution func-
tions, it is advisable to verify whether this TD model is real-
istic. To that end, this model has been confronted with obser-
vations of solar wind discontinuities (De Keyser et al., 1996,
1997), of the magnetopause (Hubert et al., 1998; Echim
et al., 2011), and of auroral generator interfaces (Echim et al.,
2009). In all these situations, a good agreement between
model and observations was obtained, suggesting that the
choice of distribution functions is an appropriate one.

4 Equilibrium configuration of auroral interfaces

In this section the TD model is applied to a typical cold–
hot (lobe–plasma sheet) and hot–hot (plasma sheet–plasma
sheet) interface, and the importance of the characteristic
lengths is discussed.

The simplest TD is one where the interface separates
two different stationary proton–electron plasmas. Consider
an interface between a cold lobe plasma with a density of
0.1cm−3, consisting of 1eV electrons and 5eV protons, and
a hot plasma with a typical plasma sheet density of 0.5cm−3,
consisting of 1keV electrons and 5keV protons. We have
chosen an ion-to-electron temperature ratio of 5, which is
well established for the plasma sheet but less known for the
lobe; the precise temperature ratio actually does not matter
much for the analysis presented here. The magnetic field at
the center (x = 0) is taken to be 40nT, with the field ori-
ented along the z-axis. For the moment, it is assumed that
the plasma populations on either side have zero mean veloc-
ity and that there is no net electric potential difference across
the structure.

Ann. Geophys., 31, 251–261, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/251/2013/
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The thermal gyroradii of these distributions areρcold− =

0.084km, ρcold+ = 8.0km, ρhot− = 2.7km, and ρhot+ =

256km. Because of the large proton-to-electron mass ratio,
and also due to the temperature differences, the ion and elec-
tron gyroradii are quite different. The transition length scales
of the four populations, however, should not be too disparate
since that would give rise to very strong localized charge-
separation electric fields that are likely to render the structure
unstable. Physical considerations suggest thatρ+ ≤ L+ <

5ρ+ and 1< L+/L− < 10; this is achieved here with the
choice`+ = ` = 1 and`− = 40̀ = 40 so that the transition
lengths are ordered from small to large asLcold− = 3.4km<

Lcold+ = 8.0km� Lhot− = 108km< Lhot+ = 256km.
Consider a configuration where the magnetic field is

unidirectional along z, i.e. θleft = θright = 90◦. Because
the plasma beta is fairly low (β < 1.2), the magnetic
field strength does not change much. The cutoff direction
is chosen asθs = 90◦ for all populations, so that in the
rotated frameBy’ > 0 and limx→±∞ Az’(x) ≈ ∓∞. Hence,
limx→±∞ pz’ = sign(−Zs) limx→±∞ Az’ = sign(±Zs) · ∞,
and limx→±∞ Us(x) = ±∞. By choosingαs = 0 or 1, the
cutoff will act to limit the population to thex < 0 or x > 0
side respectively.

Figure 3a shows the equilibrium configuration for the
cold–hot interface. The computations have been performed
for three different choices of characteristic lengths:` = 1, 2,
and 3, corresponding tò+ = 1, 2, 3 and̀ − = 40, 80, 120.
One readily observes, for̀= 1, that the half-width of the
transition as visible in the variation ofBz is about 250km,
which corresponds to the hot ion gyroradiusLhot+. The layer
widens for larger̀ . The hot particle densities across the TD
(red and blue curves in the third panel of Fig.3a) vary on the
different length scalesLhot− andLhot+. This produces a po-
larization electric field over a distance on the order ofLhot+,
which is rather large. The cold ions and electrons (grey and
green curves) create a similar charge separation effect, but
the polarization electric field exists only over a distance of
aboutLcold+; this is much shorter. Since there is no external
electric potential difference, there is a broad region (thick-
ness scaleLhot+) with a small electric field|Ex| and a nar-
row region (thickness scaleLhot−) with a large|Ex| in the
opposite sense, so that

1φext = −

+∞∫
−∞

Ex dx = 0.

Hence, the positive and negative electric field excursions are
asymmetric. The polarization electric field can be up to sev-
eral mV m−1. Its strength is roughly inversely proportional
to the width of the layer (Ex,max ∝ 1/`).

Figure3b shows the equilibrium configuration for a typical
hot–hot interface. The overall thickness of the layer is of the
same order as for the cold–hot interface, since the maximum
characteristic length scale isLhot+ in both cases. Since the
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Fig. 3. Structure of a tangential discontinuity for(a) a cold–hot
plasma interface between a 1eV electron and 5eV proton plasma
with density 0.1cm−3 on the left side and a 1keV electron and
5keV proton plasma with density 0.5cm−3 on the right, and(b) a
hot–hot plasma interface between two 1keV electron and 5keV pro-
ton plasmas with densities 0.1cm−3 on the left side and 1cm−3

on the right. The top panels show the magnetic field profile across
the structure (Bz component; the field is unidirectional alongz),
the middle panels give the electric field, and the bottom panels plot
the densities of the four plasma populations involved. The solutions
are obtained for zero external electric potential difference across
the discontinuity and in the absence of flow shear. The compu-
tations have been carried out for dimensionless transition lengths
` = `+ = 1, 2, 3 and the corresponding values`− = 40, 80, 120.

plasmas on either side of the hot–hot interface have the same
temperatures, there are only two length scales that play a role.
The electric field profile is less asymmetric; it is solely due
to the density difference between the two sides. Again the
relationEx,max ∝ 1/` seems to hold.

www.ann-geophys.net/31/251/2013/ Ann. Geophys., 31, 251–261, 2013
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Fig. 4. Structure of a tangential discontinuity for(a) a cold–hot
plasma interface and(b) a hot–hot plasma interface; the properties
of the cold and hot plasmas are the same as in Fig.3. The top panels
show the electric field profile and the bottom panels plot the den-
sities of the four plasma populations involved. The dimensionless
transition lengths arè+ = 1 and`− = 40. The solutions are shown
for various values of the external electric potential difference and in
the absence of flow shear.

The interface becomes wider and the electric field corre-
spondingly weaker for larger transition lengths, but the inter-
face structure does not change qualitatively. That is why, in
the remainder of this paper, mostly the choice` = 1 is used.

5 Role of external electric potential difference

In this section, the role of an external electric potential dif-
ference1φext is examined. This is a boundary condition that
is imposed while solving the differential algebraic system in
Eqs. (6)–(10). The presence of such an EEPD modifies the
electric field structure inside the transition, and it therefore
has an important effect on the resulting configuration.

The electric structure of the same cold–hot TD interface
as before (for̀ = 1) has been computed for various values
of the EEPD. Figure4a summarizes the results. A first ob-
servation is that the electric field profiles that are obtained
(for significant values of1φext) are monopolar, with field
strengths up to several tens of mV m−1 and with a polarity
determined by the sign of1φext. Comparing the solution for
1φext = −4kV < 0 with that for zero EEPD, it is seen that

the external potential attracts hot electrons to the center of
the layer and repels the hot protons, while it does the re-
verse for the cold plasma species. The converse is true when
1φext > 0. For the hot–hot interface (also for` = 1), electric
field profiles are obtained that may have a bipolar or a more
complicated character as long as1φext is small, but that also
become monopolar for larger EEPD (Fig.4b). The detailed
profiles depend on the density asymmetry and on the temper-
atures.

The behaviour of a TD in response to an external electric
potential difference can be understood in terms of the fol-
lowing simple argument. The TD thickness can be roughly
approximated asL ≈ Lhot+ for monopolar fields andL ≈

2Lhot+ for bipolar fields, as the hot ions have the biggest tran-
sition length. Making abstraction of the polarization electric
field (which can only be done when considering the hot ions,
with the largest spatial scale), the average electric field in the
layer due to an external electric potential difference1φext
must be

Eext ≈ −
1φext

L
. (11)

SinceL scales with̀ , this explains the inverse proportion-
ality betweenEx,max and` observed earlier. A particle with
chargeZhot+e and perpendicular thermal velocityvhot+⊥ in-
side the layer then experiences a Lorentz force associated
with its gyrating motion in the ambient magnetic field with
strengthB as well as the electric force due to the EEPD. If
the Lorentz force is stronger than the external electric field,
vhot+⊥B > |Eext|, an equilibrium configuration is possible. If
not, the electric field is so strong that the Lorentz force can-
not tie the particles to the field lines and no equilibrium is
possible. An equilibrium can be found as long as

1φext < 1φTDmax = vhot+⊥BL, (12)

where 1φTDmax is a rough upper limit to the maximum
EEPD for which a TD equilibrium can exist. SinceLhot+ =

`ρhot+ = `m+vhot+⊥/Zhot+eB, this condition can be written
for monopolar fields as

1φext < 1φTDmax,monopolar=
2`Whot+⊥

Zhot+e
, (13)

with Whot+⊥ the hot ion energy, and for bipolar fields as

1φext < 1φTDmax,bipolar=
4`Whot+⊥

Zhot+e
. (14)

These expressions are similar to the velocity limit that has
been deduced analytically for the analogous case of an ex-
ternal flow shear across the TD (but with1φext = 0) by
De Keyser et al.(1997).

It should be noted that, even for EEPD below the limits
given by Eqs. (13)–(14), instabilities may occur that further
restrict the possible TD configurations.
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Fig. 5. Maximum (black) and minimum (red) electric field values
in (a) a cold–hot tangential discontinuity and(b) a hot–hot disconti-
nuity (see caption of Fig.3) as a function of external electric poten-
tial difference. Both plots indicate the existence of upper and lower
limits to the external potential difference for which an equilibrium
can be found. Only for small|1φext| less than a few kV one finds
|Ex,max| ≈ |Ex,min|; the interfaces are characterized by a monopo-
lar electric field signature elsewhere.

The above reasoning is only qualitative. We now verify the
validity of the qualitative argument with the kinetic model
that does include the effect of the polarization field. The TD
model was used to compute the solutions for a range of1φext
values. Figure5 shows the minimum and maximum electric
field valuesEx,min = minx Ex(x) andEx,max = maxx Ex(x)

as a function of1φext for the cold–hot and hot–hot inter-
faces. In either case, limits are found in the range of ad-
mitted EEPD values for which a TD equilibrium exists. The
limits for cold–hot interfaces are found to be−4.2kV and
+13.7kV. Equation (13) gives a maximum value1φTDmax
of 10kV for 5keV hot protons, which is indeed indicative of
the observed upper limit. The EEPD limits for hot–hot TD
interfaces are−31.5kV and+21.5kV, larger than the value
of 20kV obtained from Eq. (14). Such cross-field potential
differences may actually be reached in the magnetotail.

Only for small |1φext|, less than a kilovolt or so, the
maxima and minima of the electric field profile are compa-
rable (|Ex,max| ≈ |Ex,min|). The fact that either|Ex,max| �

|Ex,min| or |Ex,max| � |Ex,min| elsewhere demonstrates that
cold–hot interfaces are nearly always characterized by a
monopolar signature, while hot–hot interfaces also have
monopolar fields as soon as|1φext| is larger than a few kV.
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Fig. 6. Existence of a tangential discontinuity equilibrium be-
tween(a) cold and hot plasmas, with the cold plasma density being
0.1cm−3 and the hot plasma density varying between 0.001cm−3

and 1cm−3, and (b) two hot plasmas, with a density on the left
side of 0.1cm−3 and a density on the right side varying from
0.001cm−3 to 1cm−3. In both cases the computations have been
carried out over a broad range of EEPD values. The red regions in-
dicate the existence of a tangential discontinuity; in the blue regions
no tangential discontinuity equilibrium is possible.

6 Role of plasma properties

The above calculations illustrate the role of the plasma prop-
erties in determining the electric field profiles and the re-
sponse to an external electric potential difference. This sec-
tion therefore examines the effects of varying plasma densi-
ties and temperatures in combination with an EEPD on the
existence of an equilibrium solution.

In order to determine for which TD configurations an equi-
librium exists or not, a large set of model computations has
been carried out. An automated routine determines whether
an equilibrium solution can be found for the specified param-
eters. In practice, this implies checking whether the bound-
ary conditions can be met and whether uniform asymptotic
plasma states are obtained on either side of the boundary.
Such an automatic test may deliver slightly different results
depending on the numerical parameters with which the in-
tegration of the differential algebraic equations is carried
out. Particular attention was therefore given to the size of
the simulation domain (large enough to deal with configura-
tions with very hot particles that have a large gyroradius), the
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Fig. 7. Existence of a tangential discontinuity equilibrium be-
tween(a) plasmas of different temperatures, while the left density
is 0.1cm−3 and temperatures vary fromTe− = 1eV up to 1keV
for the electrons andTH+ = 5Te− for the protons, while the right
plasma consists of 1keV electrons and 5keV protons with a density
of 0.5cm−3, and(b) two plasmas with the same temperatures, with
left and right densities of 0.1cm−3 and 0.5cm−3 and with electron
and ion temperatures varying through the same range as in panel(a).
In both cases the computations have been carried out over a broad
range of EEPD values. The red regions indicate the existence of a
tangential discontinuity; in the blue regions no tangential disconti-
nuity equilibrium is possible.

number of discretization points (large enough to resolve also
the small length scales), the precision of the ordinary dif-
ferential equation integrator and the solver for the nonlinear
algebraic equation, etc.

Figure6a reports the results of a number of simulations
of the cold–hot plasma interface, in which the hot plasma
density varies between 0.001cm−3 and 1cm−3, and where
1φext varies between−40kV and+40kV. The red region
represents the domain in parameter space where a TD equi-
librium is found to exist. Figure6b similarly plots the exis-
tence domain for a hot–hot interface where the right plasma
density and the EEPD vary over the same range as before.
Increasing the hot plasma density appears to lead to a more
restricted range of1φext. This can be understood as fol-
lows. The particles in the transition redistribute themselves to
counter charge separation, but as they do so, the plasma pres-
sure changes. Changes in the plasma pressure, however, are
limited because of the requirement of constant total pressure

as expressed by Eq. (4). Particle redistribution is therefore
easiest for low plasma beta, i.e. if the densities are smaller.

Existence domains for a tangential discontinuity equilib-
rium between plasmas with different or with the same tem-
peratures are given in Fig.7. The left density is 0.1cm−3,
while the density on the right is 0.5cm−3. In the first panel,
the left population temperatures vary fromTe− = 1eV up to
1keV for the electrons andTH+ = 5Te− for the protons, while
the right plasma consists of 1keV electrons and 5keV pro-
tons. The structure of these transitions is determined by the
ordering of the transition lengths. At the low temperature end
Lcold- < Lcold+ < Lhot- < Lhot+ and the preciseTcold+/Tcold-
ratio does not matter much. As the temperature increases,
this ordering changes. At the high temperature end, the elec-
tron lengths are still shorter than the ion lengths so that the
results are not qualitatively modified when theTcold+/Tcold-
ratio is changed somewhat. In the second panel, both plas-
mas have the same temperatures, varying through the same
ranges. Higher temperatures invariably lead to broader limits
for 1φext: as the temperature increases,1φTDmax increases
as well.

7 Role of shear flow

The realization that the external electric potential difference
places limits on the existence of TD equilibria is closely re-
lated to earlier work on the flow shear limit across a TD, since
flow shear generates a potential difference across a finite-
thickness TD layer (Sestero, 1964, 1966; Roth et al., 1996;
De Keyser et al., 1997; De Keyser, 1999; Echim et al., 2007).

In that spirit, it is natural to examine the existence condi-
tions when both a flow shear1V and an EEPD1φext are
present. Figure8 shows the existence domain for cold–hot
interfaces with1φext = −2kV, 0kV, and+2kV for ` = 1.
Note that the existence domain depends on the shape of the
cutoff functions through the characteristic transition length
values. The domains are symmetric with respect to the1V‖

axis. This can be explained by noting that the VDFs (where
the mean velocities areVs = ±1V /2 with the sign indicat-
ing on which side the population is located) are insensitive to
a change of the sign of1V‖ as it does not appear in the cut-
off function in the unidirectional magnetic field configuration
considered here. The sense of1V⊥, however, is important
since it determines the sign of the convection electric field. If
the EEPD-related field has the same sign, the two tend to re-
inforce each other. If they have opposite signs, they may par-
tially cancel. In either case the degree of charge-separation is
affected, and thus the existence condition will be modified.
Even for the relatively small1φext examined in these sim-
ulations, the existence domain is modified significantly. For
the hot–hot interface (not shown in Fig.8), the shear veloc-
ity limits are higher because of the larger thermal velocities
of the populations involved, so that the velocity limits likely
play a lesser role in the magnetotail.
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Fig. 8. Existence of a tangential discontinuity equilibrium at the cold–hot interface in the presence of both a flow shear1V and an EEPD
1φext = −2kV, 0kV, and+2kV for ` = 1. The red regions indicate the existence of a tangential discontinuity; in the blue regions no
tangential discontinuity equilibrium is possible. The circles, drawn at1V = `vhot+ = 979 km s−1, are indicative of the regions where flow
shear driven instabilities might develop.

This reasoning again does not address instability issues. In
general, it is known that flow shear driven instabilities ap-
pear when the velocity difference is larger than the thermal
velocities and when the shear layer becomes narrower. The
regions outside the circles in Fig.8 qualitatively represent
situations prone to such instabilities; the circles are drawn at
1V = `vhot+ = 979 km s−1.

8 Conclusions

The present systematic study of tangential discontinuity
structure, computed with a self-consistent kinetic model,
elaborates on the results reported byDe Keyser et al.(2010).
It shows that a strong external electric potential difference in-
variably leads to monopolar electric field signatures at both
cold–hot and hot–hot interfaces, whereas for smaller EEPD
the electric field profile is monopolar or asymmetrically bipo-
lar for cold–hot interfaces, and bipolar or more complicated
for interfaces between plasmas with comparable tempera-
tures. Parameter surveys of the solutions have been con-

ducted, demonstrating that this is a robust conclusion, regard-
less of the precise plasma densities or temperatures involved.
Significant plasma shear flow can be important in addition
to the EEPD: there is both a maximum to the EEPD and to
the magnitude of the flow shear that can be sustained in an
equilibrium tangential discontinuity configuration.

This finding has important implications for the genera-
tors of quasi-static auroral and subauroral features. Cold–hot
plasma interfaces are found, for instance, between the lobe
and the plasma sheet. Since auroral field lines connecting
to the plasma sheet are likely closed, while the lobe field
lines may be open, an important EEPD may exist across
such interfaces. According to the TD model, such interfaces
are characterized by essentially monopolar electric fields,
which explains the observational results (Johansson et al.,
2006; De Keyser et al., 2011). Cold–hot plasma interfaces
are also found at the edges of hot plasma regions that are
embedded in the lobe plasma, and that have been associated
with polar cap arcs (Maggiolo et al., 2011; De Keyser et al.,
2010). Yet another situation where hot and cold plasmas are
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in contact occurs at the inner plasma sheet–plasma trough
interface, or at the ring current–plasmasphere interface dur-
ing hot plasma injection into the inner magnetosphere in
the course of a substorm. Shear flow across such interfaces,
rather than an EEPD, appears to provide a more appropriate
description of such configurations, which may give rise to the
very strong monopolar magnetospheric and ionospheric elec-
tric fields driving subauroral polarization streams or subauro-
ral ion drift layers (De Keyser, 1999; De Keyser and Echim,
2010). Also the low latitude boundary layer can be an inter-
face between cold plasma of solar wind origin and hot mag-
netospheric plasma. In that case both EEPD and flow shear
may be important; the role of flow shear and its consequences
for the coupling to the ionosphere has been studied byEchim
et al. (2008). Hot–hot interfaces, on the contrary, are found
within the plasma sheet and are associated with bipolar or
more complicated electric fields for small EEPD and with
monopolar signatures for large EEPD, where “small” and
“large” are relative to the energy of the hottest population
involved, which also appears to be compatible with observa-
tions (Johansson et al., 2006).

The TD model states that the length scales inherent in the
generator electric field are set by the ion and electron gy-
roradii, which cover a broad range of scales. In addition,
studies of quasi-static auroral current circuits associated with
monopolar and bipolar electric fields indicate that the auroral
signatures can involve an even broader set of length scales,
depending on the interplay between the generator length
scales, the ionospheric conductivity and the strength of the
field-aligned currents (De Keyser et al., 2010). This may ex-
plain at least part of the wide length scale spectrum observed
in auroral structures (see, e.g.Knudsen et al., 2001), although
other processes must be at work as well, especially for the
smallest scales (Borovsky, 1993).

There clearly are physical limits to the maximum EEPD
that can be supported by an interface. The TD model is able
to describe this quantitatively. But even if the interface was
not exactly a TD, or if it was not planar, such limits must still
exist and they must be compatible with the planar TD re-
sults. The presence of such limits imposes major constraints
on the set of possible magnetospheric equilibrium config-
urations. In particular, the intensification of electric poten-
tial differences across the magnetotail due to enhanced so-
lar wind–magnetosphere coupling may disrupt existing in-
terfaces and lead to a rearrangement of the plasma. The ap-
pearance of fast magnetospheric flows may have a similar
effect. In either case, the electric field variations inside the
layer become larger, possibly triggering instabilities that may
smoothen those variations by widening the structures. In-
deed, if the length scales increase, the TD equilibrium is sta-
ble up to larger EEPD. Alternatively, a single discontinuity
may break up in multiple layers, which together can support
larger EEPD. The findings presented in this paper therefore
highlight the need for more detailed study of the electric po-
tential distribution and plasma flows in the magnetotail.

The TD model describes the generator of the auroral cur-
rent system in the limit where no current is drawn. For quasi-
static auroral structures, with their relatively long lifetime,
such a description is appropriate. The model presented here
thus does not include any parallel currents; such currents
would modify the magnetic field (but that perturbation is
known to be small). Precipitation and the presence of upward
accelerated electrons or ionospheric H+ and O+ outflows are
believed to have minor effects on the actual TD structure.
To obtain a complete picture of the auroral circuit, the model
should be extended self-consistently with a description of the
parallel currents and of the ionospheric conductivity. Doing
so is unlikely to modify the TD existence limits dramatically.
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